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hazardous wastes and other wastes, the draft African Convention not
only neglects to list liabilities for compensation and damages arising
from disposal of hazardous wastes it also omits to mention the four
other categories of wastes which it includes in its 5COpe.It would
seem clear that this is an instance of oversight which the Working
Group of Legal and Technical Experts in the course of its next
meeting can be expected to look into.
(iv) Penalties

In keeping with its manifold objectives the proposed DAD
Convention after listing the general obligations, which are fairly well
founded, goes on to spell out compulsory enforcement measures with
respect to the objective of prohibiting the import of all hazardous
wastes into Africa. Article 4 paragraph 1 stipulates that any import
of hazardous wastes from a Non-Party shall be deemed to be illegal
and a criminal act. Paragraph 2 of Article 9 on Illegal Traffic stipulates:

"Each Party shall introduce appropriate national/legislation for
imposing criminal penalties on all persons who have planned,
committed, or assisted in such illegal imports into its territories.
Such penalties shall be set sufficiently high to both punish and
deter such conduct" (Emphasis added).
As regards illegal traffic in hazardous wastes and other wastes

the DAU Convention considers the same to be a criminal and
extraditable offence and would obligate States Parties to "take
appropriate legal, administrative and other measures to implement
and enforce the provisions of this Convention, including measures to
prevent and punish conduct in contravention of the Convention"P

Here too the DAU Convention has improved upon the parallel
provisions of the Basel Convention by recognising illegal traffic as a
criminal and more significantly an extraditable offence, thereby
recognising and providing for a general obligation to aut dedere, aut
punire. The provisions of draft Article 4 paragraph 2 supplement the
stipulation in paragraph 6 of draft Article 9 on Illegal Traffic. The
text of latter provision reads:

"Each Party shall introduce appropriate national/domestic
legislation to prevent and punish illegal traffic. The parties
shall cooperate with a view to achieving the objects of this
Article. "18

17. Anicle 9 paragrapb 6.
18. This is • reproduction of the text of paragraph 6 of Anicle 9 of the Duel Coevention.
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, Scheme of the Convention
.) AI regards the scheme of the African Convention it can be stated

t it provides for a regime for information and consent with respect
tbJthe transboundary movement of hazardous and other wastes between
to . _ i.e. within the African continent. This is exhaustively dealt
~ draft Article 6 which closely follows the Basel Convention.

1be DAU Convention also makes provision for inter-African
ration, international Cooperation and envisages in that regard
r bilateral and multilateral arrangements. The African Convention
also have a Conference of Parties such as the one that the

:1 Convention established by Article 15. A notable feature of
draft Convention in this regard is that the "Conference of the

.JIrties shall keep under continuous review and evaluation the effective
:mentation of the Convention"19 (Emphasis added). This needs

be viewed as an improvement over the parallel provisions of the
Convention which stipulates that the "Conference of Parties

undertake, three years after the entry into force of this Convention
least every six years thereafter, an evaluation of its effectiveness".20

Basel Convention thus has a fairly long 'lock in' or latent
before the Conference of Parties shall undertake the review
effectiveness. The DAU draft Convention by providing for

• .uous review of the effectiveness of the Convention has
eed the significance of constantly monitoring the environs to

the protection and preservation thereof.

t·Gwd .Iou ad Recommendations
African Convention does not signify the rejection of the

.~Iltion. Rather it manifests an instance of multilateral,
• ent and arrangement which Article 15 of the Basel

Ilion envisages and provides for. The DAU convention is
1t:!".DD.~eil'!'l;Nllet~roadenough to be implemented within the region

. . t1y of the Basel Convention. The DAU Convention may
'~ be seen as an outline for planning similar international

ts by such other regional organizations as the ACP, ASEAN,
SAMC, South Pacific Forum and others.

~t Con~ention most clearly complements and supplements
. Conventlon which in the opinion of the AALCC Secretariat
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should continue to be viewed as a useful instrument in the endeavours
to control the consequences of transboundary movement and disposal
of hazardous wastes at the global level.

The conclusion, adoption and ratification of the African
Convention, or such other regional instruments as may be drawn and
ratified would not preclude the ratification of the global Convention.
The ratifications of the two Conventions-global and regional-must
be. seen as complemen.tary for they are sub-systems of the larger
umversal system of environmental protection and preservation.

The AALCC's representation at the meeting of the OAU Legal
and Technical Experts to draw up an African Convention is a
manifestation of the role that the AALCC can play in the formulation
of regional or sub-regional agreements effecting a total ban on import
of hazardous wastes into their territories.P

Finally, it is the 'hope tbat the AALCC can work in tandem with
the OAU, IMO and UNEP and playa useful role in the development
of elements which might be included in the protocol in liability and
compensation for damages arising out of transboundary movement
and disposal of hazardous and other wastes.

It is, therefore, proposed that the future work programme of the
Secretariat on the Environmental Protection would take this into
account. In view of the Secretariat a meeting of an Expert Group
jointly organised by the AALCC, OAU, IMO and UNEP would not
only further the progress of work by the Secretariat but would also
be of immense use to member States of the AALCC.

(b) Elements which might be considered for Inclusion in A Protocol
on Liability and Compensation for Damage resulting from the
Transboundary Movements and Disposal of Hazardous Wastes
and Other Wastes

Pursuant to a decision of the Twenty-eighth Session of the
Committee held at Nairobi in 1989 an item entitled "Transboundary
Movement of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal" was included in
the work programme of the Secretariat of the Asian-African Legal
Consultative Committee. That meeting had, inter alia, directed the
Secretary-General to attend the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on
the Control of Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes and
Their Disposal at Basel in March 1989 and that thereafter the

21. See Doc. No. AALCCIXXIXI9O!2 at p. vi.
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ld dertake a study of the legal implications of the
••• ~~I·at shou ;n prevention and prohibition of transboundary
-..~Dtion on t edoUS and toxic wastes and their disposal. The
"""' t of hazar . .,JIIOYCIDen I articipated at the Conference of Plempotentlanes
sccse=_~n~~: ~nited Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

Basel in March 1989.
at tter when a meeting of the Legal Advisers of the

Z. 1bere3 of'the AALCC was convened at the United Nations
"'DDC~ S~: York in October 1989 this item ~as placed on the

~f that meeting. The discussion on the subject was based on
••pi". per on the Basel Convention on Hazardous Wastes

1IOl'IdDt/:he Secretariat. The Report of the meeting of the Le~al
Mrilen as well as the Working Paper prepared by the Secre.tanat,

analysed the Basel Convention22 was, threreafter, co~~der~
Twenty-ninth Session of the Committee held at Beijing 10

1990. The Report of the meeting of the Legal Advisers of
States of the Committee had inter alia recommended that

_,:lIaetariat could "playa useful role in the development of eleme~ts
might be included in a protocol on liability and compe~atlon

~,.mages arising out of the transboundary movement and disposal
lIazardous and other wastes."23.

Whilst introducing the brief of documents at the twenty-ninth
_IIi'1Oa, on the subject the Secretary-General inter alia pointed out

t the General Asse:nbly had requested the Executive ?irector of
IDilIRP to establish a Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts

lop elements which might be included i~ a Protocol
Liability and Compensation for damages resulting from the

_.)()Undary movement of hazardous wastes and their disposal. He
proposed that the AALCC, the IMO and UNEP could work in__.m in developing such elements as may be included in such a

ring the course of discussions on the subject the delegate
11III_' Republic of Iran proposed that the Committee comme~ce

"l_tIr reviewing the constituent elements of the protocol relating
liability and compensation for damages resulting from the

".lOundary movement of hazardous wastes and their disposal. He
proposed that the Committee seek the views of the member

in this regard. After due deliberation the Committee decided

AALcc Doc. No. XX1X19O/2.
• '.VI. AJso see para 30 at p. 20.
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to inscribe that topic on the agenda of the Thirtieth Session of th
Co

. e
mmittee.

Article 12 of the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movement of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal 1989 envisaged
~he adoption of a protocol setting out appropriate rules and procedures
m the field of liability and compensation for damage resulting from
the transboundary movement and disposal of hazardous and other
wastes.s' It may be stated that the Bamako Convention on the Ban
of the Imports into Africa and the control of Transboundary Movement
and Mana~ement of Hazardous Wastes within Africa also envisages
the adoption of such a protocol on liability and compensation.
Accordingly, an ad hoc Working Group on Legal and Technical
Experts was convened by the UNEP, in accordance with Resolution
3 of the Basel Convention which called upon the Executive Director
of the UNEP to, inter alia, establish an ad hoc Working Group of
!egal and. technical experts to develop elements which might be
mclu~ed m a protocol on liability and compensation for damage
resulting from the transboundary movement and disposal of hazardous
wastes and other wastes.2S

6. At its forty-fourth Session the General Assembly of the United
Nations had by its resolution 44/226 III endorsed this decision and
requested the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment
Programm~ to establish on the basis of equitable geographical
representation.

7. The Ad hoc Working Group held two sessions one each in
Geneva in July 1990 and Nairobi in March 1991. The Secretary-General
of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee participated in
the Second Session of the Ad hoc Working Group held in Nairobi
in March 1991.

8. At the first Session held in Geneva in July 1990 the Ad hoc
Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts had before it elements

24. The Parties ~hall co-operate with a view to adopting, as soon as practicable, a protocol setting
out a~propnate rules and procedures in the field of liability and compensation for damage
resulting from the transboundary movement and disposal of hazardous wastes and other wastes.

25. The Conference, Recognizing the necessity of developing rules, as early as practicable, on liability
and compensation for damage resulting from the transboundary movement and disposal of
hazardous wastes and other wastes, Requests the Executive Director of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) to:
(a) Establish, pending a decision by the Parties at their first meeting on how to implement Article
12of the Convention, an ad hoc working group oflegal and technical experts to develop elements
which might be included in a protocol on liability and compensation for damage resulting from
transboundary movement and disposal of hazardous wastes and other wastes:
(b) Report on the results of this group's work to the first meeting of the Parties.
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red by UNEP Secretariat which might be included in a protocol
prePI\bility and compensation for damage resulting from the
on 1 • f d hboundary movement and disposal 0 hazardous wastes an ot er
trans d divid hi' h .tes. The group agree to IVl e tee ements into tree parts VlZ.~:ILiability and Compensation (Part one); International Liability
and Compensation (Part Two); and Procedures (Part Three). It was
also agreed that the a~orementioned three parts would be. pr~ed
by an Introduction WhICh would set out the scope of application of
the proposed protocol as well as definitions of terms used therein.
At the end of the First Session the Ad hoc Working Group of Legal
and Technical Experts had finished its deliberations on Introductory
Section as well as Part One of the proposed protocol on Liability
and Compensation.

9. At its second Session held in Nairobi in March 1991 the
Ad hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts continued
. consideration of the elements which may be included in Parts Two

Three, dealing with International Liability and Compensation and
Procedures respectively, of the proposed protocol on liability and
compensation. The Ad hoc Working Group identified a total of fifteen
elements which might be included in the proposed protocol on liability
and compensation. The Ad hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical
Experts also identified a set of questions relating to the financing
operation, and management of a Fund to be established by the
proposed protocol. The Report of Ad hoc Working Group requested
the Secretariat of the UNEP to prepare for the first meeting of the
Conference of the Parties a report on the financing, operation and
mana~ment of the proposed Fund and to include therein the set of
quesuons, mentioned above, annexed to the Report of the Ad hoc
":orking Group. Some notes and comments on the elements which
might be included in the proposed protocol on liability and
compe?Sation as well as the questions relating to the financing,

ration and management of the Fund to be established by the
PIOpoIed protocol are set out below.

The Ad hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts
the view that

"The aim of the liability protocol is to provide for a
comprehensive regime to ensure adequate and prompt
COmpensation for damage from the transboundary movement
~ disposal of hazardous and other wastes and to deter
~ol tia lOllS of the Basel Convention as well as to promote the
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protection of human health so as to enable the restoration
of the environment."
11. The introductory Part of the proposed Protocol sets out two

elements viz. the "Scope of Application" and the "Definitions of
Terms" to be employed in the instrument. The Report of the Ad hoc
Group envisages that the Scope of Application of the proposed
Protocol shall extend to :

(i) damage that arises in or from a transboundary movement
as defined in the Basel Convention; and
(ii) damages arising from transboundary movements of
hazardous wastes and other wastes from their point of origin
to and including the completion of their disposal.
The only difference that appears between the two kinds of damages

enumerated above is that while the former i.e. damage that arises in
or from a transboundary movement is restricted to the "area under
the national jurisdiction of State" [Article 2(9)] including "sovereignty
of States over their territorial sea established in accordance with
international law, and the sovereign rights and the jurisdiction which
States have in their exclusive economic zones and their continental
shelves in accordance with international law, and the exercise by ships
and aircraft of all States of navigational rights and freedoms as
provided for in international law and as reflected in relevant
international instruments. On the other hand the latter makes a
reference to the kind of damage arising from transboundary movements
of hazardous and other wastes which shall be within the ambit and
scope of the proposed Protocol. To state it differently while one
relates to the territories to which the scope of the proposed protocol
will extend the other stipulates the rationee materiae of the proposed
instrument.

12. The Report of the Ad hoc Working Group also includes
some exclusion clauses. Of the three clauses two require to be
considered further. These relate to the non-applicability :
(i) to incidents specifically covered by international or regional

instruments on liability and compensation with regard to land,
air or maritime transit of hazardous wastes or noxious substances
or the dumping of waste at sea; and

(ii) to claims falling solely within the national jurisdiction of a State
Party.
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the first, the Report of the Ad hoc Wroking Group admits
As ch 'ncidents need to be reviewed in the light of the outcome

that su~. lussions taking place between the Interim Secretariat of the
of tb~ C:vention and both the IMO and the IAEA in accordance
~ b terms of Resolutions 2, 5 and 7 of the Final Act of the
WIth It ~nference. The result including the review of the existing
sase gulations procedures and practices relating to disposal ofrules, re , . f .

at sea the maritime transport of hazardous wastes 0 noxious
wastes' . ., I' I t

bst ces and internatIonal transactions mvo vmg nuc ear was essu an ..,
would require to be placed 10 this perspective,

1.3. With regard to claims falling solely within the national
'urisdiction of a State Party a number of delegates requested the
J rovision be deleted because they considered that there was no reason
P a victim of damage caused by a transboundary movement of
tuazardous waste should be denied redress under an .internatio~al

ty regime. This is of particular significance to developing countnes,
the law of torts is not yet very developed and procedural
in courts are endemic. Besides, this in certain cases affects the

tum of compensation payable and which in turn could substantially
te the "minimum threshold" of liability. The Bhopal case is a case

point.
14. The provision on definitions makes reference to certain

lion of terms incorporated in the Basel Convention. In addition
envisages defining five terms to be included in the proposed protocol.

terms to be defined are "applicable national law", "damage";
"incident"; "preventive measures"; and "Unit of account". It may be
JecaIled that the International Law Commission has before it the

finition of two of these terms viz. "incident" and "preventive
ures". Perhaps it may not be appropriate to adopt the same
'lion of terms as defined in the Sixth Report on International
'ty for Injurious Consequences Arising Out of Acts Not Prohibited

,lIl'ItentallionalLaw may need to be eschewed. The definition of
be spelt out in light of the purposes and principles of

I Convention and the proposed Protocol thereto.
Although the Report sets out elaborate criteria to be taken

. ideration in defining the term "damage", the concept of
tted use of environment" as set out in the Report needs careful

lion. Here there is need for caution and care must be taken
ambiguity between the criterion of "impairment of a committed

the environment" and "damage to the environment". On the
it is not altogether clear as to what the phrase "committed
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use of environment" means but if one were to take its literal meaning
it is difficult to see which element or part of the environment is not
"committed" to a specific use of purpose. Here it can scarcely be
argued that the term "committed" must be construed restrictively so
as to mean committed for use or purpose of human activity with the
exclusion of other living organisms (plants and animals) and perhaps,
non-living elements, mixtures and compounds, e.g. maintenance of
c1eanbeachcs. In any event, the subtle distinction, between "impairment
to committed use of the environment" and "danger to the environment"
is at best misleading.

16. Part one of the proposed Protocol addressed to the questions
of civil liability and compensation is addressed to five elements dealing
with (i) Liability; (ii) Channelling of Liability; (iii) Financial Limits
of Liability; (iv) Time Limit of Liability; and (v) Insurance and Other
Financial Guarantees respectively. This succeeds in some measures at
achieving three of four objectives of the proposed Protocol. These
objectives are spelt out thus : (i) That the person who created a risk
should, in all fairness, be held liable for the consequences of that
risk (polluter pays Principle) (2) That a good liability regime should
in general provide an incentive to prevent waste generation; and
(3) That such a regime would enable industry to know where it stood.

17. A final decision on liability, including some possible
exonerations, is to be taken after the views of the insurance industry
have been heard. This section stipulates absolute and strict liability
with exoneration in the event of act of armed conflicts, hostilities,
civil war or insurrection and unforeseen natural phenomena of an
exceptional, inevitable and irresistible character. The view expressed
in the course of the first session of the Ad hoc Working Group that
the liability in the above mentioned instances could be exonerated
only where it (i.e, act of armed hostilities, civil war etc.) is the "sole
cause of damage". This view has its merits and requires to be considered
further. It was also proposed that an act or omission done with the
intent to cause damage by the claimant or with the knowledge that
the damage would result where the international conduct of a third
party is the sole cause of damage could constitute other possible
cases in which exoneration might be considered. The exoneration in
these circumstances, however, may not be absolute in all cases.

18. A noteworthy feature of the elements identified for inclusion
in the proposed Protocol is that no exoneration is to be permitted
for illegal traffic in hazardous and other wastes. However, this does
not go far enough to provide for punitive liability where an exporter,
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k operator or importer is guilty of illegal traffic. It might not
bra e~cient to provide that "no exoneration shall be permitted for
: s~ traffic under the Convention" a~ that the. proposed ~~otocol

~d seek to break fresh ground by incorporating a provision for
shO 'tive liability and compensation as well as serve deterrent
P:::Shment which might include custodial penalties. The threat of&- of personal freedom could not be argued to be severe punishment
for a crime as grave as illicit traffic in hazardous and toxic wastes.
As regards the damage resulting from illegal traffic the section on
"Channeling of Liability" envisages that liability shall be imposed jointly
imd severally on all persons responsible.

19. The section on Channeling of Liability included in Part Two
drawl a distinction between liability for damage arising from illegal
.trIftic in wastes as defined in the Basel Convention and damage from
Iraosboundary movement (of wastes) which are consistent with the
~ of the Convention. Opinion, however, appears to be divided

"the question of liability of the generator. Some delegates appeared
to bne been in favour of channeling liability to the generator with

pDIIIble residual liability on the disposer, duly authorized to receive
waste in accordance with the Convention, to be shared jointly
~rally with the generator.

20. Others however favoured channeling liability as a general
rule to the generator, except where a disposer, duly authorised, to
~ the wastes had taken charge of them. Both these views are
DOt without their merits. Novertheless the role of other parties such
• the exporter, the broker and the carrier to name a few should
DOt be overlooked.

Preference therefore needs to be accorded to the allocation of
"',ty of any person who is responsible or arranges for the

ry movement or disposal of wastes. Such liability could
It and several and could be distributed or imputed to the

~t exporter, broker, importer and the disposer. The advantage
theIpproach is that it can be expected to ensure strict compliance

provisions of the Basel Convention.
~though several delegates are said to be still considering

IJOIition with respect to financial limit of liability, a preliminary
• - of paragraphs 17 to 20 of the Report brings some questions
-ues to mind. The section begins by outlining that there shall

fixed financial limit of liability. It is stipulated that potential
of liability should be required to obtain and maintain insurance
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or other financial guarantee for a mirumum threshold. That there
should be no financial limit of liability is in consonance with the
concept of 'unliquidated damages' of the law of torts. It is however
necessary to ensure that a "minimum threshold" of damage( s) payable
to the victim by the bearers of liability should be specifically provided
for. It is for this purpose that the second fee Fund has been
provided for.

In dealing with non-applicability of claims falling within the national
jurisdiction of a State Party it could be argued as indeed it was in
the Bhopal Gas Leak Case that limits of liability and compensation
payable in a developing country need not necessarily be less than
that payable in an industrialised developed country. Whether the
proposed Protocol should stipulate in this section that the minimum
threshold of insurance or financial guarantee to be maintained, by
the potential bearer of liability, shall be minimum financial limit of
liability should be considered. At the first blush such a stipulation
may appear to be excessive but such is not the case because both
the bulk generators and exporters of hazardous affluent wastes are
developed, industrialized countries while the importers are indigent,
developing countries. Secondly, a generally applicable minimum
financial limit or the minimum threshold could be expected to bring
about a reduction in the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes.
Finally, it would be in consonance with the view expressed at the
first Session of the Ad hoc Group that "minimum threshold of insurance
should relate to, and threrefore vary according to the degree of the
hazardousness of different kinds of wastes".

22. The stipulation as to Time Limit of Liability may not be
realistic and do not appear to be based on empirical data. The time
frame for admissibility of claims upto 30 years, and not thereafter,
from the time of the incident occurring, and upto five years from
the time of Claimant knowing of the damage need to be reconsidered.
These recommendations appear to be modelled on draft article 27
entitled "Limitation" of the draft articles on "International Liability
for Injurious Consequences Arising out of Acts Not Prohibited by
International Law", submitted by the Special Rapporteur Mr. Julio
Barboza to the International Law Commission at its forty-second
session, in 1990. Incidences of hazardous wastes may however be
difficult to ascertain over a relatively short period of time, and their
effect may be persistent over generations.

23. Finally, the section entitled "Insurance and Other Financial
Guarantees" deals with such matters as need for insurance cover, the
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·00 over which insurance or other financial guarantee is required
pe~ the States' obligations to verify insurance coverage or other
:ancial guarantees. !he r~m~endat~ons in respect to the period
over which ins~r~nce IS req~lr~ .IS contlD~ent upo? the final decision
n the time limit for admissibility of claims of hability so the two

~ues need to be considered together.
24. Part II of the proposed Protocol designated International

Liability and Compensation identifies two fundamental elements viz.
the need for a comprehensive international liability regime with or
without elements of State Liability and the establishment of a
JDPltipurpose, revolving fund. A view was expressed that the title of

. art should be altered in accordance with the terminology employed
in tbe description of the first of the two elements in this Part and
tbat it should be called "A comprehensive regime for ensuring adequate

prompt compensation".
25. The need for a comprehensive international liability regime

th or without elements of State Liability is a vital element. The
Ad hoc Working Group has recommended in this regard that an
iatemational liability regime should ensure that resources are available

prompt action in event of damage and that such resources should
be adequate for compensating the damage to the extent that
GeIIllPensationfor such damage under Part I (of the Protocol) is
-lIcquate or is not available or the two-fold need of availability of
aaourees for prompt action in case of damage and for compensating

damage, the Ad hoc Working Group, felt could be achieved either
) by an international fund for immediate response action and for

COIDpe .
P nsatIon to the extent that compensation for damage underartl,·· ,·w IDadequate or are not available;
by State liability to provide for compensation to the extent that
c:o.ar:r.~tion for damage under Part I or by the International

W IDadequate or are not available;
a COmbination of (a) and (b) above.
During the course of deliberations on the matter some

.,~ emphasized the insufficiency of information concerning the
_-.nidof a civil liability regime in addressing damage from

a? movements and disposal of wastes. With respect to an
Ina fund for immediate response action and for compensation
e~ates expressed the view that emergency response and

n COuldbe carried out through separate mechanisms.
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